
Math 202 Cryptography Fall 2016

Supplemental Problems for Problem Set #8
Due Friday, December 2, 2016

For this problem set, you’ll need to use the following:

• Credential Set #1: (p, α, β) = (18743, 2, 801)

• Credential Set #2: (p, q, α) are given in the Mathematica notebook nov16.nb on the course
webpage

• Upload the Mathematica notebook that shows your work to onCourse. Make sure this is organized
so that I can easily follow your work.

• Double-check that you have entered any quotes exactly as shown here!
You’ll want to be especially careful to check for spaces since sometimes things don’t always look
exactly the same when copying from a pdf.

Type I Problems

S-1. Which of the following are valid Elgamal digital signatures?
Use Credential Set #1.

(a) (x, (r, s)) = (13432, (10220, 6280))

(b) (x, (r, s)) = (9723, (6008, 6499))

(c) (x, (r, s)) = (412, (618, 13718))

S-2. Which of the following are valid DSA signatures?
Use Credential Set #2 with β equal to the following value

857264722124872376626731570198593168979339180896187019572
874136602116177185323027294947161658011440259896899856008
827562037031734373529437574036620378533884082444390131114
191370692852775014690641584373865596538183662392851115644
406573574640285173674557399236083795177084509900393207835
36637990944818141906058

Notice that this is NOT the β you get from using the d in the file nov16.nb.

(a) (“Gallia est omnis divisa in partes quattuor”,
(14252571589009177065065923955336501612907,
960522914890659427223899441046750290382398415627))

(b) (“For all epsilon greater than zero, there exists a delta. . .”,
(63294459581870225828433428563095298145791270203,
422664294359530587352509144018377716989536759486))

(c) (“So much time and so little to do. Wait a minute. Strike that. Reverse it.”,
(205387297341645539769351118838045668367418987646,
1019998153322264252665547343603318944864592431259))
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Type II Problems

S-3. You observe the following two messages that Bob signed with Elgamal using
Credential Set #1 and posted to Nik-Nak, a local Norton version of Yik-Yak.

(“Peacock Pond is looking good today! No green fuzz!”, (7036, 9026))

(“Loving the new Kero Kero Bonito!!”, (7036, 4230))

Bob did not sign the message x directly but instead signed the hash: SHA(x) mod p.

(a) Use this information to find Bob’s private key d.

(b) You want to post the message

“If all pork chops were perfect, there wouldn’t be hotdogs.”

to Nik-Nak and make it look like it came from Bob.

You should use a different ephemeral key from the one Bob used in his first two
messages, and generate Bob’s Elgamal signature.

As above, you should sign SHA(x) mod p.

S-4. (a) Generate your own values for p and α to use with the Elgamal signature algorithm.

Your p should have at least 5 decimal digits, and demonstrate that α has the desirable
properties for Elgamal signatures.

The Mathematica command Prime[n] gives you the nth prime number, which you
might find handy.

(b) Determine your public credentials (p, α, β) to publish.

(c) Sign the message from S-3(b) using your Elgamal credentials.
As in that problem sign SHA(x) mod p.

S-5. (a) Use Credential Set #2 and generate your own β.

Determine your public DSA credentials to publish.

(b) Sign the message from S-3(b) using your DSA credentials.

Note that, unlike problems S-2 and S-3, you do not need to take the hash mod p since
DSA has the hash built into the specifications.
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